2 Community Gathering
How do we promote a sense of community in the neighborhood?

A mixed-use event space
B open activity retaining and expanding garden
C activating space
D event administration

• Expanding the basic programs of creative space to create a mixed-use event space.

3 Pedestrian Lifestyle
How do we promote an active lifestyle in the community?

A minimize parking
B promote alternative transportation
C link neighborhoods
D leisure

• To minimize congestion and promote healthy lifestyle.
• Parking will be limited on site.
• Alternative off site parking will be explored.
Due to the creation of the Crosstown in the 1960s, the establishment of this highway created an unnatural divide to two communities, specifically the Wilson’s Farm and Cannonborough/Elliotborough neighborhoods. In order to reconnect these communities, a creation of a land bridge is necessary to traverse the highway in a safe manner. The elevated platform also allows for an increase in land development area and creates more opportunities for housing and other areas of interest. It also creates a safer opportunity for pedestrians to cross the highway.